BoxPicker® Automated Pharmacy Storage System was introduced in 2003, replacing outdated carousel technology and revolutionizing pharmacy storage and picking.

BoxPicker provides refrigeration options – add a single refrigerated module or refrigerate the entire system.
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Figuring out what medications to store and where shouldn’t be complicated.

Is it Cold in Here?
BoxPicker provides refrigeration options – add a single refrigerated module or refrigerate the entire system.

Lock them up!
Store narcotics and other high-diversion medications in the secure BoxPicker Narcotic Vault.

Facility Friendly
As your pharmacy grows, inventory increases and so should your storage. With BoxPicker, you can add modules as needed. You can also add extra operator stations, on the front or back and even in an ante room.

Not enough closet space?
As your pharmacy grows, inventory increases and so should your storage. With BoxPicker, you can add modules as needed. You can also add extra operator stations, on the front or back and even in an ante room.

Is this box taken?
Storage boxes are never reserved or sitting idle waiting for a refill. Once a box is emptied, it is reassigned to the next item that needs to be loaded.
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Safety First
BoxPicker limits access to only one bin at a time—eliminating the opportunity for picking errors. Staff safety is also a top priority. Only BoxPicker provides zero exposure to moving parts.

Wait, where is that again?
No need to put on your walking shoes to prep for picking. Medications are brought right to you at a secure operator station.
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Is it Cold in Here?
BoxPicker provides refrigeration options – add a single refrigerated module or refrigerate the entire system.

Do more with less
See BoxPicker in action
Contact us today!

11% of medication errors in hospitals are pharmacy dispensing errors related to the wrong drug or strength. Many picking errors are preventable if you pick the right solutions.

60% of medium/size hospitals use carousel technology. They may look sharp, but pharmacy carousels aren’t new. In fact, the first carousel was introduced in the 1970s.